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route. We first climbed the Four Sisters: Saamik (N 69°23.0', W 27°35.6', 2,130m), Seqineq (N
69°24.5', W 27°34.8', 2,100m), Sikkersoq (N 69°24.0', W 27°33.9', 2,090m), and Sissinnguaq (N
69°24.4', W 27°33.9', 2,030m). All were straightforward ascents. As with most other summits
we climbed, coordinates and altitude were surveyed by GPS. 

Next we climbed the Devil’s Fingers: Promontory Peak (N 69°27.7', W 27°42.9', 2,360m),
Windslab Peak (N 69°26.7', W 27°46.8', 2,310m), and Lion’s Head Peak (N 69°26.2', W 27°45.1',
2,340m). We then continued our journey, arriving at the foot of an isolated snow peak, the last
on our route before the edge of the ice cap. It provided another straightforward ascent, of
Dreamer's Peak (N 69°26.0', W 27°45.1', 2,280m). A day and a half of pulking then brought us
to the edge of the icecap.

Our final phase consisted of a week at Camp 8 (N 69°007', W 28°025') at the southern
end of White Bird Glacier. We were here from August 20 till our pickup on the 28th. This camp
was located 10.5km south of the base camp used by Bob Dawson’s British expedition in 2003
(AAJ 2004, p. 253). Our first new summit was Heart Peak (N 69°09.4', W 28°32.2', 2,570m; esti-
mated values, not from GPS). It was named after an unusual heart-shaped lake that had formed
in the middle of the large glacier separating the Watkins Mountains and the west Knud Ras-
mussens Range. It lay adjacent to the start of the south ridge, a moderate rock climb up a pin-
nacled crest, which we used for our ascent. We followed this with ascents of Peak Hubris (N
69°06.2', W 28°18.5', 2,225m), Peak Aurora (N 69°06.4', W 28°17.5', 2,230m, not from GPS),
and the Castle (N 69°06.6', W 28°17.5', 2,245m, not from GPS; Scottish 3 traversing below pin-
nacles). Our last climb was An Stuc (N 69°06.1', W 28°24.4', 2,190m, not from GPS; Scottish 2
with the summit pinnacle a British Difficult rock climb). We summited 16 new peaks and trav-
eled 100km of untouched territory. The weather was generally good, with temperatures
between 5 and 10°C during mid-day, dropping to as low as –20°C at night.
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Thor’s Land, Discovery Wall, Nougatocity. Josh Helling and I traveled by local boat 350+km
south down the east coast of Greenland to a remote fjord in Thor’s Land. This area has numer-
ous fjords, with walls, towers, and unique granite formations that would make any climber
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We now left the area and continued our journey, to the Gronau Nunatakker, where we
completed three first ascents of prominent peaks: Pilotsbjerg (N 69°26.2', W 30°13.0'; 2,805m,
north flank, PD), Woerthseespitze (N 69°28.7', W 30°18.2'; 2,762m, east ridge, AD), and Kirchl
(Chapel, N 69°28.5', W 30°15.4'; 2,772m, west ridge, F).

We finally reached Paul Stern Land, where we placed the first cairn on what we named
Tiger Nunatak (N 70°24.8', W 30°07.3', 2,048m). However, although steep and rocky from the
east, it was a gentle walk from our position on the icecap and hardly merits being called a
first ascent.

We were now at our pre-arranged pick-up point, but were unable to fly for another week
due to bad weather. We were down to emergency rations before the skies finally cleared and a
Twin Otter was able to airlift us to Constable Pynt.
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Knud Rasmussens Land, 2006 ascents. In August 2006 Jennifer Escott, Jonathan Hunter, Nick
Mills, and I visited Knud Rasmussens Land, landing on the icecap at N 69°38.9', W 27°44.0'.
This spot was the base camp for an out-going expedition from the Brathay Exploration Group,
and we took over some of their vital pieces of kit, such as satellite phone and shotgun.

We planned to divide the expedition into three phases of roughly a week each: one on the
icecap, exploring an impressive massif near the drop-off; one pulk-pulling across the icecap; and
the third attempting unclimbed peaks around the glacier to the south, down from the icecap. 

Peaks on the icecap (nunataks) generally rise only a few hundred meters above the ice.
Peaks on the lower glacier, although of similar altitude, generally involve climbs of much greater
length and commitment, with exposed ridges of snow and friable basalt. From the air these
peaks appeared quite challenging.

After establishing base camp east of our drop-off point, we ascended three peaks: Lunar
Peak (N 69°34.2', W 27°11.7', 2,230m), Sunrise Peak (N 69°35.2', W 27°12.2', 2,270m), and
Bowhead Peak (N 69°33.6', W 27°29.4', 2,065m). During our second week we broke the monot-
ony of hauling pulks south along the icecap by tackling unclimbed summits that lay along our

British Camp 8 at the southern end of the White Bird Glacier. The route up An Stuc (ca 2,190m) is marked. The
large snowy peak to the right is the Big White Pyramid (ca 2,250–2,500m), attempted to 100m of the summit by
Engel and Spencer (see AAJ 2007).  Quintin Lake

Moving south down White Bird Glacier in Knud Rasmussens Land, with Big White Pyramid on the left. The high
peak in the distance is Ejnar Mikkelsens Fjeld (3,308m), one of the most impressive on the east coast.  Quintin Lake


